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Multisensor data fusion is an approach to enlarge the potential applicability of measuring techniques and improve accuracy, taking advantage of the 
strengths of different techniques. In this work, we present a new method for the fusion of photogrammetry and coherence scanning interferometry (CSI) 
data. This method allows the photogrammetry data to be accurately scaled with reference to the CSI data, and in turn the exact locations of multiple CSI 
measurements can be determined in the coordinate system defined by photogrammetry. The culmination of this work is to allow for high-accuracy three-
dimensional optical coordinate measurement and surface topography measurement simultaneously. 
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1. Introduction 
Multisensor data fusion is a promising approach to enlarge the 
spatial bandwidth of measuring techniques and/or improve 
accuracy, taking advantage of the strengths of different techniques. 
The 2009 CIRP Keynote [1] provides excellent insight into the  use 
of multisensor data fusion for dimensional metrology in order to 
get holistic, more accurate and complete information about a 
workpiece based on measurement from one or more sensors, data 
processing and modelling of the measurement procedure [2]. 
Generally, data types are indexed as homogeneous integration 
when combining the same type of data (e.g. 3D point clouds), while 
inhomogeneous integration is required in all other cases. Different 
methods have been developed for the fusion of information from 
different sensors. A two-stage multisensor data fusion model 
(Gaussian model) is presented by Colosimo et al. [3]. Fringe 
projection data (high density points but low accuracy) are fused 
with a smaller set of data acquired with a touch-probe coordinate 
measuring machine (CMM) (lower point density but higher 
accuracy). The Gaussian process model is built using the high-
density dataset, then the two datasets (homogeneous datasets) are 
linked through a linkage model. In reference [4], the Gaussian 
process method for measurement of complex geometries is 
presented and the validity and application of the method is 
evaluated. Moreover, the same approach is applied by Chen [5]; 
changing the systems and using artificial datasets (fusion of laser 
scanning microscopy and atomic force microscopy). Different 
methods, based on weighted fusion functions, are described 
elsewhere [6,7]. All the previously described methods only work 
effectively for homogeneous datasets. 
Ramasamy and Raja [8] compared different data fusion 
algorithms: coherence scanning interferometry (CSI) data were 
fused using three different methods. Regional energy based, 
regional edge intensity based, and a combination of wavelet 
coefficients and local gradients were applied on different samples. 
Regional edge intensity was selected as the preferred fusion 
method for surface metrology, considering that the method was 
mainly focused on homogeneous datasets (CSI data at different 
magnifications). A multi-scale approach was presented and 
discussed both for the fine registration and for the fusion. A more 
general study was developed in reference [9], in which 
inhomogeneous datasets are fused: from an optical CMM and CSI. 
In this paper, a registration method and a fusion of data from 
different domains (inhomogeneous datasets), moreover from 
completely different scales is presented. The two methods are 
photogrammetry (data as a 3D point cloud) and CSI (data as a 
series of heights on a uniform 2D grid). The higher resolution 
component of the photogrammetry data is the intensity 
information rather than the 3D shape of the measured sample. The 
previous work outlined in this paper [3-9] was mainly focused on 
the fusion of surface topography measurements over similar 
measurement areas, using different measurement methods. 
However, in this work we attempt to register data on completely 
different scales, focusing on the localisation of micro-scale surface 
texture with respect to macro-scale form information. 
2. Methods 
CSI is a measurement technique typically used for the 
measurement of micro-features and surface texture [10]. The field 
of view (FOV) for CSI methods typically ranges from tens of 
micrometres to a few millimetres, requiring stitched 
measurements to cover larger areas. Surface topography 
measurement within a single FOV for CSI has relatively high 
accuracy compared to stitching of a large number of single 
measurements. Stitching of multiple CSI measurements can result 
in significant error of the surface form, due to the increased 
measurement uncertainty  from the complex form and large 
roughness of the surface [11] and as a result of the lateral 
distortion of the CSI system [12]. 
Photogrammetry is a passive triangulation based method, by 
which many images of a sample are used to produce a point cloud 
of the surface [13]. The point cloud is produced through the 
triangulation of many corresponding points over the surface of the 
sample and can capture a measurement of the sample’s 3D 
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geometry. As photogrammetry relies on only images to 
reconstruct form information, the FOV that can be achieved covers 
a large range of values, e.g. from 10 mm to 100 km. At a FOV of 
around 10 mm to 20 mm, photogrammetry can achieve spatial 
resolutions on the order of 4 µm to 10 µm, depending of the camera 
being used. Recent work has also shown that photogrammetry is 
able to obtain measurement uncertainties on the order of 10 µm 
over a FOV of around 20 mm [14], although accurate scaling 
methods over such ranges is problematic. Photogrammetry is able 
to capture form information at a lower spatial resolution than CSI 
with arbitrary scale but can do so over a much larger FOV. 
Despite the lower spatial resolution of the form information 
captured by photogrammetry, the intensity information provides 
much higher resolution information about the object’s surface. It is 
the intensity information of the photogrammetry data that 
provides sufficient overlap in sampled spatial frequencies that 
allows pre-alignment of the CSI point cloud to be achieved. The 
pre-alignment is required in order to account for the significant 
differences in the geometries measured by the CSI and 
photogrammetry. As there is a significant difference in the spatial 
bandwidths captured by the photogrammetry and CSI 
measurement methods, the direct application of iterative closest 
point (ICP) algorithms to the data will not result in a successful 
registration [6]. The nature of photogrammetry also means the 
resultant point cloud will have an arbitrary scale, requiring 
additional calibration to extract metric information. Fortunately, 
by pre-aligning the photogrammetry data with the CSI data, the 
photogrammetry point cloud can be appropriately scaled prior to 
the final registration.  
The general pipeline for the fusion process can be shown in 
Figure 1. Initially, the point cloud from the photogrammetry 
system is sampled as a 2D image and the CSI intensity map is 
processed in order to better represent the visual appearance of the 
region being measured. Feature matching algorithms are applied 
to the photogrammetry and CSI images in order to generate a 
planar transformation and scaling between the two datasets. This 
planar transform and scale factor allows the photogrammetry 
scale to be determined and the CSI data to be aligned in a single 
plane. This planar alignment of the CSI data fixes three degrees of 
freedom, ensuring an ICP algorithm will successfully minimise the 
point cloud differences in an acceptable time frame. Finally, the 
point clouds are fused by removing points in the photogrammetry 
data that overlap with the CSI measurement region. The CSI data is 
then merged with the photogrammetry point cloud, replacing the 
original low-resolution data. 
For this application, the CSI data were acquired with a ZYGO 
NewView™ 8300 CSI system using a Michelson 5.5× objective lens 
and a 0.5× zoom lens. The images used for the photogrammetry 
were acquired with a Nikon D3300 DSLR with a 60 mm macro lens, 
combining a total of thirty images and covering a FOV of 
approximately (20 × 20) mm. The reconstruction of the images 
was achieved with Agisoft PhotoScan [15] and the final data was 
exported as a tab-delimited text file (the point cloud). 
3. Results 
The first stage of the pipeline (shown in Figure 1) requires both 
datasets to be projected onto a 2D image for feature recognition 
methods to be applied. The nature of the CSI measurement means 
the CSI intensity map is already in the correct format. However, the 
photogrammetry data must be projected on to a plane and 
sampled into a discrete image. For this work, a one pence coin was 
used to demonstrate the procedure. For the coin sample, the point 
cloud was fitted to the x-y plane and projected along the z-axis to 
produce an image. The intensity image of the photogrammetry 
data is generated by sampling the RGB data of the point cloud in 
the x-y plane and then converting to a grey-scale image. The 
sampling frequency used to generate the image was chosen to 
approximately match the number of points in the point cloud. 
Assuming a square image, the number of samples was calculated 
as the square root of the total number of points to maximise the 
spatial resolution of the intensity image. 
Once the intensity images for both the CSI and photogrammetry 
data have been generated, simple image processing is applied to 
the CSI intensity map to increase the contrast of any features in the 
image.  
  
 
 
 
Figure 1. Pipeline for the fusion of the CSI and photogrammetry data 
 
Prior to the feature detection process, the CSI data is further 
processed in order to account for the high number of high spatial 
frequency features visible in the intensity images. A Gaussian filter 
is applied to the CSI intensity image effectively blurring high-
frequency features, such that only features visible in both datasets 
are detected. Effectively, the spatial bandwidth of the CSI data is 
reduced in order to only leave the region overlapping with the 
photogrammetry data. 
With two images for comparison, image feature recognition 
algorithms can now be applied to determine the corresponding 
points between the datasets. Due to their performance under scale, 
rotation and illumination differences, scale-invariant feature 
transform (SIFT) algorithms where used to find corresponding 
features between the images. Once the SIFT features have been 
detected in both images and the descriptor vectors are assigned, 
the features are matched, and a set of corresponding pixel 
coordinates are produced [16]. In order to remove any false-
positive matches, a fundamental matrix is calculated for the 
matched image coordinates and any points that do not satisfy the 
matrix are removed. As the fundamental matrix describes the 
relationship between points under different views, this removes 
false-positive matches that do not follow the general trend in point 
translation.     
Finally, the relative rotation, translation and scale factor 
between the remaining point correspondences can be calculated. 
This will provide further refinement of the data points until only 
positive matches remain. The translation matrix between the two 
datasets is described by the equation 
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where 𝑇 is a 2D rigid homogenous transform, (𝑥𝐶𝑆𝐼
′ , 𝑦𝐶𝑆𝐼
′ ) are the 
old CSI coordinates and (𝑥𝐶𝑆𝐼 , 𝑦𝐶𝑆𝐼) are the shifted CSI data points. 
The 2D homogenous transform matrix encodes the relative 
translation and rotation to align the CSI data in the x- and y-axes. 
The scale information is inversely applied to the photogrammetry 
point cloud in order to scale the data. In the case of multiple CSI 
measurements, an average scale can be calculated and applied to 
the data post-registration.  
With the application of the 2D transformation matrix shown 
above, the CSI data is now registered in the x-y plane. This 2D 
registration is shown in Figure 2, where the intensity image of the 
CSI and photogrammetry measurements are shown.  
 
 
Figure 2. CSI data alignment in the x-y plane 
 
A simple z-axis registration is then applied by shifting the mean 
z heights of both datasets to zero. With the CSI data now fixed in 
three degrees of freedom, ICP algorithms can be applied to the CSI 
and photogrammetry point clouds in order to refine the z-axis 
translation and rotations about the x- and y-axes. The preliminary 
alignment is clearly necessary in order to reduce the number of 
iterations required in the ICP algorithm and to ensure a 
convergence of the ICP algorithm in a reasonable amount of time 
(the degrees of freedom are reduced from six to three thanks to the 
preliminary phases). 
After the registration, the data are fused in to a single point cloud. 
The area of the photogrammetry point cloud corresponding to the 
CSI registered image is removed and the CSI data substituted. The 
final point cloud is shown around the CSI measurement regions in 
Figure 3 and Figure 4. The whole process is completed within 
around three to four minutes. 
As expected, discontinuities are observed in the fused point 
cloud around sharp transitions in height. The main difference in 
the CSI and photogrammetry point clouds is not the heights of any 
particular region, but the distinction of where the step in height 
appears. This improvement in the localisation of micro-scale 
features demonstrates the success of the method in increasing the 
bandwidth of the fused point cloud.  
 
 
 
Figure 3. Height map of the fused photogrammetry and CSI point clouds in 
the nose measurement region 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Height map of the fused photogrammetry and CSI point clouds in 
the crown measurement region with magnified region 
 
With the CSI and photogrammetry data now registered, the 
topographies can be compared in order to determine the 
effectiveness of the registration procedure. The topography 
differences can be seen in Figure 5 and Figure 6 for the nose and 
crown measurement, respectively.  
As can be seen in Figures 5 and 6, the topographies generally 
agree over the majority of the surface to less than 10 µm. As would 
be expected, the most significant differences are observed on high 
spatial frequency features, such as edge responses and finer details 
not observed in the photogrammetry point cloud. These results 
confirm that the final point cloud presents an increased resolution 
and accuracy in the areas measured by the CSI (small details), and 
the overall and large-scale information from the photogrammetry. 
Additionally, the entire coin surface is measured by stitching 5-
by-5 CSI measurements. The distance between the centre-of-mass 
of the two CSI measurements (as shown in Figure 2) was found to 
be 7.582 mm based on the stitching result. The same distance in 
the fused data was found to be 7.690 mm. 
 
 
Figure 5. Difference map between the photogrammetry and CSI point 
cloud data at the nose measurement region 
 
 
 
Figure 6. Difference map between the photogrammetry and CSI point 
cloud data at the crown measurement region 
 
4. Discussion 
A comparison of the final point clouds gives a difference of 1.4 % 
between the fusion data and stitching measurement. Considering 
the minimal overlap in spatial passbands between CSI and 
photogrammetry, significant differences in small-scale features, 
corresponding to high spatial frequencies, is to be expected. This 
difference will significantly degrade the accuracy of the image and 
point cloud registration and result in the scaling error that 
influences the lateral distance measurement. However, flatter 
regions, corresponding to low spatial frequencies, have height 
differences of under 10 µm, in agreement with measurement 
uncertainties typically achieved by photogrammetry systems [14]. 
The fused point cloud covers features on the order of 4 µm to 20 
mm, allowing form and micro-scale texture measurement 
simultaneously.  
Considering the nature of this fusion method, significant 
differences in surface height are expected and demonstrate the 
additional surface texture information gained. As can be seen in 
Figure 3 and Figure 4, there is a general agreement in the aligned 
datasets, with differences mainly occurring around edges and 
small-scale features. Figure 5 and Figure 6 further demonstrate the 
success of the registration with flatter regions at different heights 
exhibiting similar levels of differences.  
The absolute accuracy of the data fusion technique is out of the 
scope of this paper but will be evaluated in future work through 
the measurement of a pre-calibrated geometry. Key areas of work 
will be on the improvement of the image registration process and 
increasing the number of features that are detected, and the 
development of a robust point cloud registration algorithm for 
handling the minimal overlap in spatial passband between 
different measuring techniques. 
The fused point cloud presents a substantially increased spatial 
bandwidth of the surface measurement. A well-documented 
example of a high-value product that would benefit from the use of 
this method is the blades used for gas turbine engines. The blades 
are typically freeform geometries that vary in long-axis size from a 
few tens of centimetres to metres. Aside from their difficult-to-
measure freeform geometries, turbine blades have stringent 
surface texture requirements and can have sub-millimetre surface 
features for cooling (high aspect ratio cooling holes). Typically, the 
form and texture of the blades would be measured with different 
instruments, therefore, requiring complex alignment and 
registration processes due to the different coordinate frames used 
by each instrument. Full digital representation of the blade is 
required for modelling and later assembly operations. All these 
issues can be solved by the using the multi-scale fusion to produce 
a digital twin of the object plus its tolerance profiles. 
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